We study a time bounded variant of Kolmogorov complexity.
I. Introduction
Complexity theory is a natural setting in which to study randomness.
In part, complexity theory, recursive function theory, and set theory are theories of definability. It is
• no coincidence that notions of randomness play a role in such theories because a random object is in a certain sense the opposite of a definable one.
A number of previous results establish connections between randomness and complexity.
There are a variety of probabilistic algorithms [M, RI, R2, SS, K] . A few results, such as Adleman's [Adl] , directly concern complexity classes. Paul and Seiferas [PS] have used Kolmogorov complexity to simplify counting arguments used in lower bound arguments.
and Tong [GMT] .
In this paper we present a complexity theoretic definition of randomness derived from Kolmogorov complexity. The Komogorov complexity of a finite binary string is the length of its shortest describing program.
Intuitively, it is a measure of the amount of information the string contains. A string is random if it cannot be compressed, i.e., its shortest program is as long as the string itself.
This idea originally appeared in [Ko] and was subsequently independently discovered by
Chaitin [Chl] and Solomonoff [Sol] . Signiflcant other work in this area includes [Ch2, L, S, KS] . Gewirtz's thesis [Gel contains an excellent introduction.
We modify the Kolmogorov complexity by considering only programs that run for a limited amount of time. This is similar to a notion proposed some time ago by Levin [L] and subsequently by Adleman [Ad2] where the log of the running time is added to the length. Daley [D] and Keri- Ko [Ke] give definitions much llke ours and prove ~reral results of a recurslontheoretic nature% Peterson [P] also considers related notions.
As an interesting application we show that the class BPP [G] is contained within the polynomial time hierarchy [MSt,St] . The intuition is fairly simple: since BPP = P relative to a random oracle with probability one [BG] , it follows that BPP = P relative to a KolmogorovChaitin-random oracle. A combinatorial argument involving Carter-Wegman universal hash functions [CW] shows that it is sufficient to use oracles 
III. Coding Lemma
The usefulness of Kolmogorov complexity in simplifying counting arguments stems from the following relationship:
Theorem: If A C En then Vs E A :
The short program for s is simply its index in a lexicographic ordering of A .
Thus if an easily definable set A is sparse,
i.e., has only a small fraction of E n , then its members are all nonrandom, given some side infor- 2) The algorithm computes the lexicographically first H separating A within A instead of obtaining one for free.
This may be done with a E 2 oracle since testing that H separates A within A is a H I predicate. 
IV. Random Strings and the

Proof:
Let B E BPP . There is a probabilistic algorithm M' for ~ which, on input x of 2 length n , chooses n y's at random and accepts if the majority of them satisfy SB(X,y).
M will fail to give the correct answer with probability less than 2 -2n . Here, as elsewhere in the coming arguments, we assume wlog that n is large. Thus, c~lling such a sequenoe of n 2 m=n2pB(~ y's an experiment e of length the set F = {e E zm: M fails on input x x when using random experiment e} has cardinality at most 2m/2 2n = 2 m-2n . Therefore, by theQrem 
B ~ Z~ n ~ .
A slightly more involved argument shows ' BPP ~ Z3 n H 3 by appealing to theorem 3 part 2.
The next section gives a further improvement.
V. BPP According to Gacs
Peter Gacs improved the author's original theorem by showing that BPP C Z2 ~ ~2 with a somewhat simpler proof that relies only on the coding lemma and not on the notion of a random string.
Theorem 6: BPP C Z 2 n H 2
Proof: Let B E BPP be accepted by a probabilistic algorithm with error probability < 2 -n k on inputs of length n , which uses m = n random bits. Expanding this, x E B iff
The second existential quantifier has polynomial range and is e~minable.
Hence A E Z 2 n H2 i R 2 = R NP be the collection of Definition: Let languages accepted in random polynomial time [Adl] with an oracle for an NP-complete set.
Corollary: BPP C R 2 n Co-R 2
Proof:
The coding lemma states that most H work.
Steve Mahaney also later independently discovered the proof of theorem 6.
VI Probabilistic Constructions
The probabilistic method is a powerful one for proving the existence of certain objects.
In the presence of a "certified random" string, a probabilistic construction can be made • deterministic. We formalize this notion and measure the degree of randomness required to carry out various constructions. Research Center who provided a stimulating research environment last summer.
